Events Calendar
24. September - 01. October 2022

Wildschönau Drachental Family Park: open daily from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
The Z'Bach Farming Museum: Open Wednesday, Thursday & Sunday from 12:00 to 5:00 p.m., Every Thursday Craft Fare.
1. Tirolean Wood Museum: Open Tuesday to Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Silver Mine in Thierbach: Open Friday, Saturday & Sunday from 1:00 to 4:30 pm - don’t forget a Jacket and good shoes!

SATURDAY 24.09.2022

HOAMFAHRERFESTL - HOMECOMING FESTIVAL - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
12:00 PM | A fun open air festival to celebrate the cows coming home. Opposite the Gasthof Dorferwirt in Oberau from 11 am on Saturday 21. September 2019. The festivities begin at 11 am opposite the Gasthof Dorferwirt in Oberau on Saturday 21. September. The main attraction - the cows - join the party around 1 pm. | +43 5339 8113

TIROLEAN DISHES - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
10:00 AM | Every saturday local dishes at the Jausenstation Schrofen in Niederau. Jausenstation Schrofen, Bacherwinkl, Niederau 66, 6314 Wildschönau | +43 5339 2722
**Music event**

**AUFFACH - WILDSCHÖNAU**

"Übers Joch ummi schaun"

10:00 AM | The day begins at 10 am with a Catholic service at the top station of the cable car in Auffach. Brass ensembles wander from the Schatzberg Alm to the Gipfö Hit and the Koglmoos restaurants performing impromptu concerts along the way. The event takes place in fine weather only. Further information the lift office Tel.: +43(0)5339/5353 | +43(5339)5353

---

**Culinary delights**

**MUSICAL SUNDAY - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU**

11:00 AM | Musical Sunday at the Rübezahl Hut in Niederau. Every Sunday from 08.05.2022: Live music from 11:00 am. Freshly prepared local dishes. Welcome to the cozy Rübezahl Hut, high above the village of Niederau in the Wildschönau. The hut is the epitome of hospitality and comfort. In addition to relaxation and enjoyment, the hut also offers space for celebrations of all kinds, perfectly located, high above Niederau, right in the hiking and skiing area. Starting point for hikers in summer, playground for skiers in winter - no matter what the season, the hut is the ideal meeting place for young and old! | +43 (0)664 262 41 60

---

**Hiking**

**AROUND THE ROSSKOPF MOUNTAIN**

9:30 AM | Guided walk around the Rosskopf Mountain. We take the gondola to the Markbachjoch (1500m). Here you have a magnificent view of the steep peaks of the Wilder Kaiser and the Wildschönau with its four church villages. The fantastic mountain panorama invites you to take a break on one of the alpine pastures, which are known for their good home cooking. Descent with the gondola. Walking time: approx. 4 hours, Hiking Category: Medium, 200 meters in altitude, 9.8 km, Meeting point: 9:30 a.m. hiking book/parking lot of the Markbachjochbahn in Niederau. Registration until 4:30 p.m. the evening before on info@wildschoenau.com | +43 5339 8255

---

**Sporting event**

**MOUNTAIN YOGA & HEALTH - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU**

7:00 PM | Regular dates for yoga retreats with Daniela Gweggner in the well-being room Niederau Mondays, 19:00 "Intense" Flow Yoga for advanced students, Thursdays, 17:30 "Slow" Flow Yoga & 19:00 "Yin & Yang" Yoga. Tuesdays, 18.30 // Online Yoga via Zoom Single lesson €18,00, single lesson online and blocks of hours available. Private lesson: €75,00 Registration and info with Daniela Gweggner at Tel. : +43 664 35280 and www.mountainyoga.co.at Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version) | +43 664 352 8042
SUNRISE WALK
5:30 AM | We start in the dark and walk through the silent forest towards the sunrise. Our summit - the Kragenjoch Mountain - is a place of power where we greet the new day together. We'll be back in time for breakfast. Take a small snack & drink with you. Attention: The start time changes throughout the season. Walking time: 4 hours, Hiking category: Medium, 600 meters in altitude, 8.3 km. Meeting point: 5:30 a.m. (in the morning!) Raiffeisenbank Oberau at the hiking book. Please note: The start time can vary according to the sunrise. Bookings by 4:30 p.m. the evening before at the tourist office on info@wildschoenau.com | +43 5339 8255

GUIDED WALK AROUND THE NIEDERAU SONNBerg
9:30 AM | We hike past beautiful farms on forest paths and enjoy great views of the high valley and the surrounding mountains on the way back. Please take a snack and drinks with you. Duration: Approx. 3 hours, EASY, 9.8 km. Meeting point: 9.30 am at the Tourist Office in Oberau Bookings by 4:30 pm the evening before in the Tourist Office on +43 5339 8255, info@wildschoenau.com (Mon - Fri.) Included in the WildschönauCard

HERBAL WALK
10:00 AM | Guided herbal walk to the Hintersalcherhof - The power of nature. On the way to the Hintersalcherhof we discover meadow herbs and collect some of them to have them made into a tasty and healthy spread by the herb farmer Birgit. Afterwards we visit the herb garden. Duration: approx. 3.5 hours, Hiking category: Easy. Meeting point: 10.00 a.m. Hotel Auffacherhof in Auffach. Bookings by 4:30 p.m. the evening before at the tourist office on info@wildschoenau.com | +43 5339 8255

MOUNTAINBIKE TECHNICAL TRAINING IN OBERAU FOR
9:00 AM | Every Tuesday Mountainbike and E-Mountainbike technical training for beginners and advanced riders 31.05. – 27.09.2022 at 9 am – 1 pm in Oberau Each course lasts 3 hrs. Min. age 12 years Price: € 55 per person Beginners: 9 am at the Wildschönau Drachental Family Park Advanced: 1 pm at the bike parcours in Oberau – meeting point Gasthof Dorferwirt/Oberau at 1 pm. Beginners course covers: Basic gear changing, basic position, emergency stops, correct braking, uphill start etc. Advanced course entails: Basic position, steep descents, sharp bends, steep steps, overcoming hurdles etc. | +43 676 917 1536

SUCKLING PIG BUFFET - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
6:30 PM | Suckling Pig Buffet with musical accompaniment on the Zither Please book a table in advance on T: +43 5339 8113 Gasthof Dorferwirt in Oberau | +43 5339 8113
GUIDED TOUR OF THE CHEESE FARM - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU

12:30 PM | The 2nd largest summer pasture in the Wildschönau is easily accessible from the Markbachjoch cable car. The season's cheeses can be purchased. Adult € 4.50 | Child € 3.00. The tour lasts approx. 90 minutes Tuesday & Thursday 12.30 pm. Bookings on T.: +43 (0) 680 3079862. Tours for groups are possible at any time. Please book at least 1 day in advance. www.holzalm.at | +43 680 3079862

GUIDED E-MOUNTAIN BIKE 2 VALLEY TOUR - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU

9:00 AM | Join us on our guided E-mountainbike tour. Meet: Every Wednesday 9 am at opposite the Gasthof Dorferwirt in Oberau. Bookings by Monday 4.30 pm at the Wildschönau Tourist Office. T: +43 (0)5339 8255 E: info@wildschoenau.com Min: 3 participants Max: 12 participants. Minimum age: 12 years with parents, 16 years unaccompanied. Price E-mountain bike hire incl. helmet: € 49/ person. Rainer Schoner T: +43 (0)676 9171536. Bike rental shops: Sport Blachfelder, Niederau +43 5339 8188-58 www.sportblachfelder.at Eni petrol station, Oberau +43 050 2277 6311 Ski Auffach +43 5339 21703 www.ski-auffach.at. Tours last approx. 6 hours. | +43 5339 8255

WALKING HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU

9:30 AM | Our hiking guide Susi has a surprise in store for you every Wednesday. On 21.09.2022 walk to Möslalm. Duration: approx. 3.5 hours - Category: EASY, Elevation 300 m, 12 km. Meeting point: 9:30 liftstation Markbachjochbahn Niederau. The walk is included in the Wildschönau Card. Please book by 4:30 p.m. the day before on info@wildschoenau.com or +43 5339 8255. | +43 (0) 5339 8255

LOYAL GUEST CEREMONY - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU

5:00 PM | Loyal Guest Ceremony - Many guests have been visiting our lovely region for many years and because of the unrivaled hospitality of their hosts have become loyal friends. The Wildschönau Tourist Board and of course our hosts honour our loyal guests of 5, 10, 15, 20 years and so on, with a certificate and a small gift in a special ceremony. Registrations by Tuesday 12.00 a.m. Wildschönau Tourist Board - Mail: info@wildschoenau.com

MUSICAL EVENING IN THE KRAUTINGER WEEK - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU

7:30 PM | “Flying Sparks” Concert with Katrin and Werner Unterlercher ++ Known from the Herbert Pixner Project ++ Harp, bass and vocals ++ New melodies and a touch of old folk music. Waltzes and marches are included; some pieces from Tyrol, just as Katrin and Werner are two pieces of Tyrol, from North and East. But the two together are much more as their music is much more. It leaves the mountain paths, goes out into the vastness of the world and into our inner deeply human self. Our World is a song that warms from within. Folk harp and double bass - old instruments, new combination. It is an exciting spark. It sounds modern and familiar, sustainable and innovative. Isn’t that what our world needs? Something new, rooted in the old? This music is music of the future. Full of joie de vivre. Ticket price: € 16 (in advance: Raiffeisen Bank and Tourist Office Tel. +43 5339 8255)
GUIDED WALK ON THE PATH OF SONGS - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
9:45 AM | We hike steeply uphill towards the Achental Alm and from there continue along small, hidden paths to the Loya restaurant above Oberau. Duration: Approx. 4 hours Category: INTERMEDIATE Elevation: 430 m, 8 km Meeting point 9.45 am at the walking book/Raiffeisen bank/Oberau Bookings by 4.30 pm the day before on T. +43 5339 8255, info@wildschoenau.com. (Mon.- Fri.)

CRAFT FAIR - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
12:00 PM | At the Museum z’Bach. Wood carvers, cobblers, wood turners, felt makers and basket weavers show off their crafts. Arts such as gold embroidery, corn dolls, glass painting and water colours are also on display. In the old museum kitchen fragrant “Schmalznudeln” are baked. Delicious cakes and coffees are on sale after the fascinating tour of the museum. In the old mill farmer’s bread is baked and fine jams, cheese and locally distilled schnapps can be purchased. These products can also be bought in the Farm Shop in Oberau. | +43 5339 20055

YOGA WITH ANN-KATHRIN STEINER - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
7:00 PM | In yoga, purifying the body, mind and spirit plays an important role. In the sessions units you can expect: opening exercises for the whole body clearing & strengthening aromas special breathing techniques relaxing meditation For more energy, a strong immune system and peace in our thoughts. To participate you will need a non-slip mat, possibly a blanket and comfortable clothing. Bookings and more information: Ann-Kathrin Steiner phone: 0043 650 2628170 E-Mail: ann-kathrinott@hotmail.com | +43 650 2628170

GUIDED E-MOUNTAIN BIKE TOUR - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
9:00 AM | Guided E-mountain bike tour with licenced mountain bike guide and trainer Rainer Schoner. Ride to the Haagalm in nearby Kelchsau. The tour takes place in all weathers and is tailored to the capabilities and stamina of the participants and to the weather conditions. Tours last approx. 6 hours. Meet: Every Friday 9 am at opposite the Gasthof Dorferwirt in Oberau. Bookings by Wednesday 4.30 pm at the Wildschönau Tourist Office. T: +43 (0)5339 8255 E: info@wildschoenau.com Min: 3 participants Max: 12 participants Minimum age: 12 (without accompanying parents) 16 with accompanying parents (provided the child is tall enough for a standard size E-mountain bike). Price E-mountain bike hire incl. helmet: € 49/ person Rainer Schoner T: +43 (0)676 9171536 | +43 5339 8255

FROM FARMHOUSE TO FARMHOUSE - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
9:30 AM | Easy walk to the Krautinger schnapps distilleries. Schnapps tasting. (small charge) The guided walk is otherwise free with the WildschönauCard. Meeting point: Wildschönau Tourist Office at 9:30 am. TIP: Guests and locals welcome Approx. 4 hrs incl. guided tours Bookings by 4.30 pm on the evening before in the Tourist Office or Tel.: +43 5339 8255. Walk takes place in all weathers. | +43 5339 8255

LIVE MUSIC - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
8:00 PM | Live Music with Trio Tyrol from the Hotel Tirolerhof in Oberau. Hotel Tirolerhof, Kirchen, Oberau 275, 6311 Wildschönau | +43 5339 8118

FRIDAY 30.09.2022

GUIDED E-MOUNTAIN BIKE TOUR - OBERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
9:30 AM | +43 6508367610

LIVE MUSIC - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU
YOGABRUNCH WITH LISA GWIGGNER AND ANN-KATHRIN STEINER - AUFFACH - WILDSCHÖNAU

8:30 AM | Yoga brunch (once a month) with Lisa Gwiggner and Ann-Kathrin Steiner - suitable for every level Where: Hotel Iris - Bernau, Auffach 193 - 6313 Wildschönau Costs: € 40 per person What to bring: comfortable clothes (mats etc. you will get from us) What to expect: We start at 8:30 am with a 75 minute yoga session. Our circulation gets going and we start the day completely relaxed... After a short break, we enjoy a balanced, vegan/vegetarian breakfast together from 10 am. All products are organically grown. We will be happy to give you the recipes to take home with you. Please let us know if you suffer from allergies or intolerances. There should be something for everyone :) Bookings and more information: Ann-Kathrin Steiner phone: 0043 650 2628170 E-Mail: ann-kathrinott@hotmail.com | +43 650 2628170

16th Wildschönau Krautinger Week

9:00 AM | The famous Wildschönau Krautinger schnapps isn’t just a cure-all, to be found in most local medicine cabinets. The beet used to make the schnapps is also an integral part of many regional culinary specialties. The Krautinger Week in September is a celebration of this well loved vegetable which has helped the region to its coveted ’Genuss Region’ (Enjoyment Region) title. A colourful program of events is held all week including a guided tour of the farms where the schnapps is produced, musical evenings and beet dishes on offer on menus throughout the region. The year’s best schnapps will be chosen at the Church Fete on Sunday 04. October 2020 | +43 5339 8255

9:00 AM | +43 5339 2260

TIROLEAN DISHES - NIEDERAU - WILDSCHÖNAU

10:00 AM | Every saturday local dishes at the Jausenstation Schrofen in Niederau. Jausenstation Schrofen, Bacherwinkl, Niederau 66, 6314 Wildschönau | +43 5339 2722